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Abstrat
As the Chain Event Graph (CEG) has a topology whih represents sets of
onditional independene statements, it beomes espeially useful when
problems lie naturally in a disrete asymmetri non-produt spae domain,
or when muh ontext-spei information is present. In this paper we
show that it an also be a powerful representational tool for a wide variety
of ausal hypotheses in suh domains. Furthermore, we demonstrate that,
as with Causal Bayesian Networks (CBNs), the identiability of the eets
of ausal manipulations when observations of the system are inomplete
an be veried simply by referene to the topology of the CEG. We lose
the paper with a proof of a Bak Door Theorem for CEGs, analogous to
Pearl's Bak Door Theorem for CBNs.
Keywords
Bak Door theorem, Bayesian Network, ausal manipulation, Chain Event
Graph, onditional independen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1 Causal Manipulation
Muh reent work in the eld of ausality has foussed on how ause relates to
ontrol, and the analysis of ontrolled models. Here, with the advoates of this
approah we assume the existene of a bakground idle system whih is then
subjeted to some sort of intervention or manipulation.
The Bayesian Network (BN) has been one of the most suessful graphial
tools for representing omplex dependeny relationships, and unsurprisingly re-
searhers have looked to interpret the diretionality of the edges of the BN as in
some way ausal. This has led to the development of the Causal Bayesian Net-
work (CBN), using a non-parametri representation based on strutural equa-
tion models [11℄[17℄[18℄[26℄. These provide a framework for expressing assertions

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about what might happen when the system under study is externally manipu-
lated and some of its variables are assigned ertain values.
We argue that for many ausal problems, the BN is not the most appropriate
graphial model. There are two main reasons for this laim:
Firstly, many proesses annot be satisfatorily desribed by a BN. Examples
our in genomis, epidemiology and multi-agent systems; further examples an
be found in [2℄[15℄[20℄. Suh proesses tend not to admit a natural produt
spae struture { they are asymmetri in the sense that measurement variables
may have dierent olletions of possible outomes given dierent vetors of
values for sets of anestral variables, leading if one uses a BN, to sparse lique
probability tables with many zeros or repeated probabilities. Many problems
may have some variables whih have no outomes given some vetors of values
of anestral variables.
Seondly, even for those problems whose idle settings an satisfatorily be de-
pited as a BN, there are many manipulations whih annot be desribed ade-
quately via this representation.
The problems with whih we are onerned either exhibit signiant asymmetry
in the representation of their idle state, or are subjet to non-symmetri ma-
nipulations. Where problems do not display suh asymmetries, the BN remains
the appropriate hoie for representation and analysis.
The BN provides a simple way of representing the dependene relationships
between the measurement variables of a problem, but annot express graphi-
ally all the ontext-spei or sample spae information needed for an aurate
representation of a more asymmetri problem. Other more primitive tools are
needed here, and we note that despite the proliferation of graphial models over
the last two deades, the rst stage in the development of a model is still often
based on the eliitation of an event tree. Although topologially omplex, event
trees have several advantages over BNs, inluding (i) they expliitly aknowledge
asymmetries embedded in a struture, both in its development and in its sample
spae struture, (ii) their semantis are muh loser to many verbal desriptions
of the world, espeially when those desriptions revolve around how things hap-
pen rather than how the world appears. These advantages are ompellingly
argued, in for example [23℄[18℄[26℄ in the ontext of ausality. In the related
eld of deision analysis, Frenh and Insua [10℄ argue that the advantages of in-
uene diagrams over deision trees are illusory, and point out that asymmetri
problems in whih a partiular hoie of ation at a deision node makes avail-
able dierent hoies of ation at subsequent deision nodes than those available
after an alternative hoie are the rule rather than the exeption.
The CBN is somewhat of a hybrid struture, retaining a representation of some
of the onditional independene struture of the idle system whilst also repre-
senting manipulations as the setting of ertain measurement variables to spei
values. But it may not neessarily be the ase that the interventions of interest
orrespond to setting the original variables in the idle system to spei values
{ the nature of a manipulation is often dependent on the state of a system and
2
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the values of ovariates at a speied time. Pearl [18℄ touhes on this idea, and
notes that interventions may involve poliies whereby a variable X responds to
some other variable(s) Z through either a funtional relationship x = g(z), or a
stohasti relationship whereby X is set to x with some probability dependent
on the value(s) z. We an see that even a symmetri idle system an give rise
to a highly asymmetri struture given a partiular manipulation rule or poliy.
Note also that not all verties in a BN are manipulable in the sense that any
manipulation an be given a real interpretation. Although eets of a ause
an be reasonably represented by a random variable, at times the speiation
of a ause as the value of a random variable an be artiial. Causes are more
naturally represented as onditioning events. Suh onditioning is not elegantly
expressed in the BN, but is simply and intrinsially desribed in a tree. Anal-
ogous arguments are made by Dawid [5℄ who argues that auses are deisions
and not deision rules.
There are partial solutions to some of these problems: Context-spei vari-
ants of Bayes Nets exist [2℄[22℄[20℄[16℄, usually with tree-strutured onditional
probability tables annexed to the verties of a BN to allow for the analysis of
ontext-spei independene properties. There is also an art to drawing the ap-
propriate BN of a problem and it is sometimes possible to redene the variables
enoding the problem or add more edges on the graph to aid representation.
This may produe a graph onsistent with a desription of a proess, but this
graph will still be only a partial representation in general. The ontext-spei
Bayes Net is similarly not a universal panaea { any proess (suh as a treatment
regime) whose unfolding depends on the state of the system at any partiular
point and the values of spei ovariates at that point, annot be eÆiently ex-
pressed as a ontext-spei BN, although it an always be expressed eÆiently
as a tree. In partiular, ontext-spei BNs do not ope adequately with those
problems where some variables have no outomes given some vetors of values
of anestral variables.
We have already noted that the event tree is a useful tool for representing
asymmetri problems. It also has its uses for the ausal analysis of asymmetri
problems and the analysis of the eets of asymmetri ausal manipulations.
There is a lear link between the analysis of ontrolled models and the eld
of deision analysis. The ommon denition that A is a ause of B if the
probability of B given a manipulation to A is greater than the probability of
B given a manipulation to not A (see for example [18℄) learly suggests an
event-based (as opposed to variable-based) approah to ausal analysis; and an
obvious initial andidate among graphial models for suh an analysis might be
the deision tree. We an think of a ausal manipulation as the making of some
deision (possibly more than one), and as Frenh and Insua [10℄ note, suh
manipulations often indue asymmetry in a problem. Again this suggests that
a tree would be a sensible representation.
By using the framework of event trees the denition of manipulative ause is
also freed from the shakles of the onditional independene relations imposed
3
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by the more restritive lass of BN models. Causal hypotheses are separated
from any diret link with the measurement proess. Using trees we an also
hoose the level of detail we inlude in our representation, and this an be
dependent on what we intend to do to the system. We an inorporate ontext
spei information that is informative about various ausal hypotheses (see
for example [7℄). This is partiularly useful in models of biologial regulatory
mehanisms, whih typially ontain many noisy and and or gates [24℄.
In [24℄ we introdued an alternative graphial model { the Chain Event Graph
(CEG), onstruted from an event tree together with a set of exhangeability
assumptions. It an be seen as a generalisation of a probability graph [3℄[23℄,
and typially has many fewer nodes than the original event tree. The CEG
retains those advantages that event trees have over BNs for the representation
of asymmetri problems; but they are also muh more exible and useful than
event trees, sine their nodes represent intrinsi events in the problem and their
edges dependenies between them.
CEGs have two prinipal advantages over BNs for the representation of (un-
manipulated) asymmetri disrete problems. They express topologially all
the onditional independene struture assoiated with a problem { this is not
bolted on as with ontext-spei BNs. They also express sample spae infor-
mation generated by the asymmetry of the problem { again this information is
expressed in the topology of the graph. See [29℄ for an example of a very simple
problem with an elegant representation as a CEG, but whih an only be very
lumsily represented by a BN.
We present here a ausal extension to CEG models, whih we believe to be
as transparent and ompelling as the extension from BNs to CBNs. Setion 2
desribes the onstrution of a CEG and ontains an example of how an asym-
metri problem an be depited using suh a graph. We have not inluded
a formal denition of the CEG here; suh a denition an be found in [24℄,
where also an be found more detail on reading CEGs for onditional indepen-
dene properties. Setion 3 introdues the manipulation of these graphs, and
this theory is developed in setion 4 where we look at identifying the eets of
manipulations. Setion 5 introdues a Bak Door theorem for CEGs, a gener-
alisation of Pearl's Bak Door theorem for BNs [18℄. The idealised examples
throughout the paper an readily be generalised to more realisti senarios.
2 Chain Event Graphs
2.1 Derivation
The CEG is a funtion of an event tree [23℄, and in this setion we demonstrate
how the CEG is derived from this tree.
An event tree is a direted, rooted tree T , with vertex set V (T ) and edge set
E(T ). The non-leaf verties are alled situations and the set of situations S(T ).
4
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The root-to-leaf paths fg of T form the atoms of the event spae (alled the
path -algebra of T ), and label the dierent possible unfoldings of the desribed
proess. Events measureable with respet to this spae are unions of these
atoms.
Eah situation v serves as an index of a random variable X(v) whose values
desribe the next stage of possible developments of the unfolding proess. The
state spae X(v) of X(v) an be identied both with the set of direted edges
e(v; v
0
) 2 E(T ) emanating from v in T and the set of end-nodes v
0
2 V (T ) of
these edges. For eah X(v) (v 2 S(T )) we let
(v) = f(v
0
j v) j v
0
2 X(v)g
and
(T ) = f(v)g
v2S(T )
A full speiation of the probability model is given by (T;(T )).
If two situations v and v

2 S(T ) are suh that their assoiated random variables
X(v) and X(v

) have the same distribution then we say that v, v

are in the
same stage u { if v; v

2 u, and v
0
; v
0
label the same outome given v; v

, then
(v
0
j v

) = (v
0
j v). The set of stages L(T ) form a partition of the set S(T ).
Two situations v and v

are therefore in the same stage when the immediate
future evolution from both v and v

is governed by the same probability law.
In the onversion of the event tree to the CEG, a useful interim graph is the
staged tree, dened formally in [24℄, whih is a oloured version of the event
tree: If a stage u 2 L(T ) ontains a single vertex v 2 u, then edges emanating
from v are not oloured, but if u ontains more than one vertex, then all edges
emanating from eah v 2 u are oloured { two edges e(v; v
0
); e(v

; v
0
) emanating
from v; v

2 u have the same olour if these edges label the same outome (hene
(v
0
j v

) = (v
0
j v)).
Two situations v and v

are said to be in the same position w if (i) all edges
on all subpaths starting at v or v

are oloured in the staged tree of T , (ii) for
eah subpath in the set of subpaths emanating from v, the ordered sequene
of olours is the same as that for a subpath in the set of subpaths emanating
from v

. The set of positions K(T ) forms a partition of the set S(T ).
Two situations v and v

are therefore in the same position when the entire
future evolution from both v and v

is governed by the same probability law.
To eet the onversion of the staged tree into a CEG, we start by hoosing,
for eah position w 2 K(T ), a single representative situation v 2 S(T ). For
eah edge e(v; v
0
) leaving v we onstrut a single edge e(w;w
0
), where w
0
= w
1
(a sink-node) if v
0
is a leaf vertex of T ; otherwise w
0
is the position in K(T )
hosen to represent the situation v
0
.
The olour of the edge e(w;w
0
) is the olour of the edge e(v; v
0
) if this edge has a
olour in the staged tree, and if the stage ontaining the situation v orresponds
5
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to more than just one position w 2 K(T ). Otherwise the edge is unoloured.
Positions in the same stage are then onneted by undireted edges.
The resulting graph C(T ) is alled a Chain Event Graph { a mixed graph with
vertex set W (C) onsisting of the positions from K(T ) and the sink-node w
1
;
direted edge set E
d
(C) and undireted edge set E
u
(C) as desribed above.
Analogously with the event tree, we all the set of stages of the CEG L(C).
There is a one-to-one orrespondene between the root-to-leaf paths in T and
the root-to-sink paths in C(T ). Eah atom of T beomes a path (w
0
; w
1
) in
C(T ), and these paths form the atoms of the -algebra of the CEG. Events in
C(T ) are unions of w
0
! w
1
paths. For two positions w;w
0
2 C(T ) we write
w  w
0
when there is a direted path in C(T ) passing through w and w
0
, and
w preedes w
0
on this path.
When the set of stages L(T ) of a staged tree is idential to the set of positions
K(T ), we all C(T ) simple. Simple CEGs have no undireted edges and sine
the olouring is therefore redundant, they an be treated as direted ayli
graphs. An example of a simple CEG an be found in [29℄.
Eah stage u in our CEG C serves as an index of a random variable X(u) whose
values desribe the next stage of possible developments of the unfolding proess.
The state spae X(u) of X(u) an be identied with the set of direted edges
e(w;w
0
) 2 E
d
(C) emanating from any w 2 u. For eah X(u) we let
(u) = f(e(w;w
0
) j w) j w 2 ug
and
(C) = f(u)g
u2L(C)
A full speiation of the probability model is given by (C;(C)).
2.2 Conditional independene
The implied onditional independene properties of a staged tree an be read
from the topology of a CEG. These properties an appear as a number of dif-
ferent types of statement, and are dealt with in detail in [24℄ and [27℄. These
types fall broadly into two ategories { ut -based properties (developed in [24℄),
and position-based properties (whih appear prinipally in [27℄). By nature of
its event-tree-based onstrution, there may be no intrinsi set of measurement
variables for the CEG over whih onditional independene is dened. This
allows a signiant degree of exibility to our analytial proedures.
We dene a olletion W of positions w 2 K(T ) as a ne ut of C(T ) if all
w
0
! w
1
paths in C(T ) pass through exatly one w 2 W ; and we dene a
olletion U of stages u 2 L(T ) as a ut of C(T ) if all w
0
! w
1
paths in C(T )
pass through exatly one w 2 u 2 U .
The ut-based onditional independene properties of a CEG detailed in [24℄
are of two forms: Firstly, if we know that our proess has reahed some stage
6
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u 2 U , then we do not need to know anything about how it reahed u in order
to predit how the proess is going to unfold in the immediate future. Seondly,
if we know that our proess has reahed some position w 2 W , then we do
not need to know anything about how it reahed w in order to predit how the
proess is going to behave during its omplete future unfolding.
If our CEG represents a symmetri model whih an be perfetly depited by a
BN, then we an produe a sequene of uts and ne uts whih give us exatly
the same set of onditional independene statements that we ould dedue from
the BN [24℄. In pratie however, in many appliations (for example Bayesian
deision analysis [9℄, risk analysis [1℄, physis [14℄, biologial regulation [4℄) our
proesses are highly asymmetri, and the rst stage of model eliitation pro-
dues asymmetri event trees with root-to-leaf paths of unequal lengths and
event spaes not admitting a natural produt spae struture. In suh ases a
CEG-depition of the problem allows for the representation of ontext-spei
onditional independene statements that annot be shown on an unmodied
BN, and allows the analyst to dedue other ontext-spei onditional inde-
pendene properties that might not be apparent before the eliitation proess
is undertaken.
2.3 An Example
This setion ontains an example of a model with the type of asymmetri stru-
ture desribed above. We demonstrate how the model an be represented a-
urately using a Chain Event Graph, and disuss the diÆulties inherent in
representing the model via a Bayesian Network.
Example 2.1 The polie hold a suspet S whom they believe threw a brik
through a shop window and stole a quantity of money. They wish to bring
S to ourt, but there may be reasons for them not proeeding (suh as the lak
of availability of a judge; polie-fore poliy on the amount of money needing to
be stolen before they are prepared to pay for forensi testing, or take suspets to
ourt et). Whether they proeed or not an be thought of as outomes of an
indiator X
1
(with proeeding being labelled x
1
1
and not proeeding labelled x
0
1
).
It is unertain that the suspet was at the sene when the money was stolen
(indiator X
2
), that he was the individual who threw the brik and stole the
money (indiator X
3
), that the forensi servie will nd glass mathing the
window glass on the lothing of S (indiator X
4
), that a witness W will identify
S (indiator X
5
), and whether S will be onvited or released (the eet indiator
of interest X
6
).
It would be perfetly possible to onstrut our event tree and hene our CEG in
temporal order so that edges representing the outomes of X
2
and X
3
preeded
those assoiated with X
1
, but if we suppose that we are onstruting our tree
through eliiting information from members of the polie fore then X
1
is the
rst indiator of interest. In this our method is similar to that used in the
onstrution of deision trees in deision analysis [25℄, where we an onstrut
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a dynami programming tree (equivalent to the event tree with the ordering
X
1
; X
2
; : : :X
6
) or a ausal tree (wherein things happen in a temporal order). In
setion 3 we look at the ausal manipulation of CEGs, where the topology of
the CEG is altered through a deision of some omnisient deision maker.
Unless S is identied by the witness W , then S will not be onvited. The glass
math is believed only to depend on whether S threw the brik; and the quality
of the witness identiation is believed to depend only on whether S was at the
sene of the rime or not. This is suÆient information for us to onstrut a
CEG for the problem. Our CEG is given in Figure 1.
x1
1
x2
1
x2
0
x2
0
x2
1
x3
0
x 

x5
1
x5
0
x5
0
x5
1
w10
x4
0
x4
1
x5
0
x5
0
x3
1
x4
0
x4
1
x3
1
x3
0
x5
1
x5
1
w7
w9
w8
w0
w1
w2
w3
w4
w6
w5
w11
w12
w13
w14
winf
x6
1
x6
0
x6
0
x4
0
x4
1
x6
0
x6
1
Figure 1: CEG for Example 2.1
As the reasons whih might lead to the polie not proeeding are not related
to their beliefs about S's presene at the rime sene et, we an see that
the probabilities assoiated with edges labelled x
1
2
; x
0
2
; x
1
3
; x
0
3
are unaeted by
whether they sueed edges labelled x
1
1
or x
0
1
. Hene the positions w
1
and w
2
in Figure 1 are in the same stage (and so onneted by an undireted edge),
as are the positions w
3
and w
4
. The position w
3
represents the history (polie
proeed, S at sene). S ould only have thrown the brik if he was at the sene,
so edges labelled x
1
2
are sueeded by edges labelled x
1
3
; x
0
3
, but edges labelled
x
0
2
are not.
If the polie do not proeed, then forensi evidene is not olleted, and as S
is not taken to ourt, W will not be asked to testify. Hene there are no edges
labelled x
1
4
; x
0
4
; x
1
5
or x
0
5
on w
0
! w
1
paths starting with the edge x
0
1
.
The suess of the forensi test being dependent only on whether or not S threw
the brik tells us that the positions w
6
and w
7
are in the same stage (and hene
8
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onneted by an undireted edge). The quality of identiation being dependent
only on whether S was at the rime sene or not tells us that the positions w
8
and w
9
are in the same stage, and that the positions w
10
and w
11
are in the
same stage.
If W does not identify S (position w
13
), then the probability of onvition is
zero, and there is only one edge e(w
13
; w
1
). If W does identify S, then the
probability of onvition depends on whether the forensi test was suessful
(position w
12
) or not (position w
14
). This last is not expliit in what the polie
have told us, but is apparent from the fat that the polie would not pay for
the forensi test if it was not going to be any use to them in the ase.
The detailing above of the possible developments of the ase amounts to a
desription of the onditional independene struture of the problem, and learly
most of the information provided is ontext-spei. Figure 1 illustrates the fat
that we are expliitly using the topology of the CEG to express the resulting
asymmetri dependeny struture.
Could we represent this problem using a BN? Well, of ourse we ould, but our
argument is that the CEG is a superior representation as it more aurately
desribes the problem, and is also a more suitable graph for inferene, and for
the analysis of ausal manipulation.
If we onsider the problem ontingent on the polie proeeding (ie. onditioned
on X
1
= 1), we an produe a BN on the variables X
2
; X
3
; : : : X
6
whih is on-
sistent with the possible unfoldings of events desribed above. Suh a BN an
only be a partial representation as the sample spae that inludes X
1
is not nat-
urally a produt spae. Thus (as already noted) if the polie do not proeed and
S is released, forensi evidene will not be olleted, and the witness will not be
allowed to testify, so in this sense these variables do not exist under this ontin-
geny. This need not stop us trying to draw a BN of the problem, but we an see
that suh a BN will not be unique. For example, we ould make the variables
X
4
and X
5
tertiary and label their extra outomes with the symbol  (to signify
that the onditions for X
i
taking values orresponding to x
1
i
or x
0
i
have not been
met). We ould argue that one we know the values of X
4
and X
5
(inluding
X
4
; X
5
= 1

), we do not need to know the value of X
1
in order to make as-
sessments about X
6
. This would suggest a full BN as in Figure 2(a). We ould
also formally dene values of X
4
; X
5
onditioned on X
1
= 0, in suh a way that
X
4
qX
1
j (X
2
; X
3
) and X
5
qX
1
j (X
2
; X
3
; X
4
); whih might lead us to a BN
as in Figure 2(b).
Also, if we return to the CEG-representation of the problem in Figure 1, we
ould insist that every path passes through an edge labelled with outomes of
eah of X
1
; X
2
; : : : X
6
by, whenever we need to add in an edge labelled with
outomes of X
3
; X
4
; X
5
, simply labelling these edges with x
0
3
(S did not throw
the brik { here beause he wasn't at the rime sene), x
0
4
(no math is found
by forensis { here beause they didn't do the test), x
0
5
(W did not identify S
{ here beause the ase did not go to ourt). This would also give us a produt
spae struture and allow us to use a BN to model the problem. However the
9
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lique tables for any of our BN-representations of the problem would have a
large proportion of zeros (reeting the atual asymmetry of the problem), with
the onsequene that our BN would be a very ineÆient way of storing the
information desribing the problem. This would also mean that any attempts
to propagate information through the model would be ineÆient ompared with
propagation methods available with CEGs [29℄.
X2
X5
X6
X3 X4
X1
X2
X5
X6
X3 X4
X1
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Two possible BNs for Example 2.1
More pertinent perhaps, is that we an only eet this transformation to a BN
beause our vertex-variables are simple indiators with an outome the event of
interest does not happen. Many, if not most, problems in the areas previously
mentioned are more omplex. For example, in a CEG representing a disease-
diagnosti proess, the outomes labelling the edges emanating from a position
may be a list of the possible blood types that a patient may have, or a list of
their possible ombinations of symptoms. To onvert suh a problem into a BN,
additional dummy outomes would need to be added to some vertex-variables
whenever we have a set of root-to-sink paths not being all of the same length (for
example, if a patient is rhesus +ve, we may not have needed to ollet ertain
information about the patient, as their hanes of being aeted by some disease
is zero [28℄). These additions of dummy outomes in order to reate our BN
result in umbersome and very ineÆient graphial representations.
A more detailed disussion of the diÆulties involved in tting BNs to asym-
metri problems appears in [29℄, wherein we show that even for small problems
of this type, the CEG is more eÆient than the BN as a means of storing the
model struture, but is also more eÆient for the propagation of information
aross the system.
But even if we do reate a BN-representation, it will still only onvey ertain
aspets of the story. The fat that S an only have thrown the brik (X
3
= 1) if
he was present at the rime sene (X
2
= 1), or the fat that onvition (X
6
= 1)
requires positive witness identiation (X
5
= 1) are not expressed in the BN. We
might also be interested in the ausal eet of, for example, foring the witness
to identify S as the ulprit (X
5
= 1) if a math in the glass is found (X
4
= 1).
This is not represented in the usual semantis of our BNs above. We ould of
ourse add an edge between the verties X
4
and X
5
in our BNs in Figure 2,
and then this manipulation ould be expressed as a ontingent deision, but we
would of neessity have lost some information by using this new representation.
10
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Again, it might be argued that a ontext-spei BN would be perfetly ade-
quate here, but suh a representation would still require the addition of dummy
outomes, and onditional probability tables attahed to verties { representing
information that is there expliitely in the topology of our CEG. More signi-
antly, sine eah ausal hypothesis may require the addition of extra edges to
our BN, we annot represent all possible hypotheses under onsideration with
one BN, without a disastrous loss of information { we may well need to reate
new ontext-spei BNs for eah distint ausal hypothesis we wish to investi-
gate. This is not neessary with our CEG.
3 Manipulating the Chain Event Graph
A CEG provides a exible framework for expressing what might happen were a
model to be manipulated or made subjet to some ontrol. Suh a manipulation
results in a modiation (usually a simpliation) of the topology of our (idle)
CEG to produe a manipulated CEG. For many manipulations this modiation
onsists simply of the pruning (removing) of speied edges and positions and
the reassignment of the probabilities on a small subset of the direted edges of
the CEG.
Disussions of ausal manipulation an be found in [12℄[18℄[23℄[26℄. Here we
follow Pearl [18℄ whose do operator desribes interventions on direted ayli
graphs (DAGs): The joint density funtion of a set of random variablesX
1
; : : : X
n
with sample spaes X
1
; : : :X
n
fatorises aording to a DAG as:
p(x
1
; : : : x
n
) =
n
Y
i=1
p(x
i
j pa
i
)
where p(x
i
j pa
i
) is the probability of X
i
taking the value x
i
given that its
parents among X
1
; : : :X
n
take values from x
1
; : : : x
n
. A random variable is
fored to assume a spei value with probability one, say X
j
= x^
j
for some
j 2 f1; : : : ng and x^
j
2 X
j
. A new density p( jj x^
j
) is dened on
fX
1
; : : : X
n
gnfX
j
g by the formula:
p(x
1
; : : : x
j 1
; x
j+1
; : : : x
n
jj x^
j
) =
n
Y
i = 1
i 6= j
p(x
i
j pa
i
) (3:1)
with p(x
i
j pa
i
) as above, but noting that if X
j
is a parent of X
i
then X
j
takes
the value x^
j
.
This formula expresses the eet of the manipulation do X
j
= x^
j
. A manip-
ulation of a CEG an be dened in an analogous manner by modifying the
distributions of some of the random variables sitting on positions.
Denition 1 Let (T;(T )) be a tree. Let D  S(T ) be a subset of the situa-
tions of the tree, and
^

D
= f^(v
0
j v) : v 2 D; v
0
2 X(v)g be a new distribution
on v 2 D. Then we dene a manipulation of our tree by:
11
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^P (X(v) = v
0
) =

(v
0
j v) v =2 D
^(v
0
j v) v 2 D
for all v
0
2 X(v); v 2 S(T ).
The manipulated tree is the tree so dened, and the manipulated CEG is the
CEG of the manipulated tree.
Denition 2 A manipulation of a tree is alled positioned if the partition of
the positions after the manipulation is equal to or a oarsening of the partition
before manipulation. It is alled staged if the partition of the stages after the
manipulation is equal to or a oarsening of the partition before manipulation.
A positioned manipulation of a tree treats all sample units identially when
their future development distributions are idential. A staged manipulation
treats sample units identially if their next development in the idle system is
the same. In our experiene, it is usually suÆient to restrit study to posi-
tioned manipulations, and note that all manipulations of a BN onsidered by
Pearl [17℄[18℄[19℄ are both positioned and staged.
This has a useful onsequene for manipulation of CEGs: As manipulations
tend to destroy some of the onditional independene struture of a model any
way, we an hoose to suppress those onditional independene properties en-
oded by oloured and undireted edges and treat our CEG as simple. For
simple CEGs, eah position w is also a stage u, and interventions in the lass of
positioned manipulations of a tree an be enated on a CEG simply by repla-
ing (T;(T )) by (C;(C)) in Denition 1; D  S(T ) by D  W (C)nfw
1
g;
^

D
= f^(v
0
j v) : v 2 D; v
0
2 X(v)g by
^

D
= f^(e(w;w
0
) j w) : w 2 Dg, where
^(e(w;w
0
) j w) is a new distribution of the random variable X(u) for u = w.
The standard manipulations of a BN are those that fore some omponents of
the network to take preassigned values, as in expression (3.1). The analogue
for CEGs is to onsider manipulations whih fore all paths to pass through
a speied set of positions W . This ould be, for example, the assignment of
patients with partiular values of a set of ovariates (detailed by their urrent
positions) to a partiular treatment regime (a set of subsequent positions W ).
In a CEG, for a set of positions W , we let pa(W ) = fw 2 W (C) :
9 w
0
2 W suh that e(w;w
0
) 2 E
d
(C)g be the set of positions whih have
an outgoing edge terminating in a position within W . We all the set W a
manipulation set if all root-to-sink paths in C pass through exatly one position
in pa(W ), and eah position in pa(W ) has exatly one hild in W .
Example 3.1 In Example 2.1, onsider the manipulation fored to w
1
(manip-
ulation set W = fw
1
g; pa(W ) = fw
0
g), whih orresponds to ensuring that the
suspet goes to ourt.
This assigns a probability of 1 to the edge e(w
0
; w
1
), and all verties and edges
not lying on a w
0
! w
1
! w
1
path are deleted. The probabilities on all edges
12
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in our manipulated CEG
^
C are idential to the orresponding edge-probabilities
in C exept the probability on the edge e(w
0
; w
1
). Our manipulated CEG
^
C is
given in Figure 3. As all probabilities after the manipulation remain unhanged,
we have stages as marked.
1 (x11)
x2
1
x2
0
x5
1
x5
0
x5
0
x5
1
w10
x4
0
x4
1
x5
0
x5
0x4
0
x4
1
x3
1
x3
0
x5
1
x5
1
w7
w9
w8
w0
w1
w3
w6
w5
w11
w12
w13
w14
winf
x6
1
x6
0
x6
0
x4
0
x4
1
x6
0
x6
1
Figure 3: Manipulated CEG
^
C for manipulation to w
1
Note that on a BN, we an speify, for example, that a patient is to take some
treatment, but we annot speify how we are going to ensure that the patient
takes this treatment. The CEG allows us more exibility { we an onsider
a greater range of interventions, many of whih may alter the topology of the
graph in more omplex ways than illustrated here.
We assume that Figure 3 shows a CEG whih is valid for our manipulation,
but we need to exerise are in making this assumption. If a judge is available,
suÆient money has been stolen et., then the polie, believing S to be guilty,
will make a deision to proeed. In this ase our manipulated CEG is almost
ertainly valid. But suppose the polie obtain CCTV footage showing S to be
present { then the polie will again make a deision to proeed (ensuring there
is a judge available, and ignoring polie-fore poliy if neessary). This an
also be interpreted as a manipulation to w
1
, but in this ase edge-probabilities
downstream of the manipulation may well hange { the presene of S on CCTV
footage may inrease the probability of the witness identifying S for example.
This manipulation may also alter the topology of the manipulated CEG { the
witness failing to identify S may no longer result automatially in an aqittal.
If we now onsider the manipulation fored to w
13
, we note that not all
root-to-sink paths in C pass through exatly one position in pa(W ), the path
13
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w0
! w
2
! w
4
! w
13
! w
1
path for example passing through two positions
in pa(w
13
). This manipulation none-the-less has a straight-forward interpreta-
tion (as a ontingent manipulation) { if the polie proeed, the witness is fored
not to identify the suspet. A CEG for this interpretation is given in Figure 4.
x1
1
x2
1
x2
0
x2
0
x2
1
x3
0
x 

1 (x50)
1 (x50)
w10
x4
0
x4
1
1 (x50)
1 (x50)
x3
1
x4
0
x4
1
x3
1
x3
0
w7
w9
w8
w0
w1
w2
w3
w4
w6
w5
w11
w13
winf
x6
0
x4
0
x4
1
Figure 4: Manipulated CEG
^
C for manipulation to w
13
As the manipulation denition uses the phrase if the polie proeed, there is no
reason here for altering the probabilities on the e(w
2
; w
13
) and e(w
2
; w
14
) edges,
and so the stage struture is as in Figure 4. Note that this manipulation might
be enated by an outside manipulator, suh as the suspet's brother!
The manipulation foring to fw
12
; w
14
g is onsidered in setion 5.
Example 3.2 A university has residene bloks of apartments, with two rooms
eah. It alloates seond year students, either English (X
1
= 0) or Chinese
(X
1
= 1), to one of the two rooms in eah apartment. The seond room is
alloated to a rst year student, either English (X
2
= 0) or Chinese (X
2
= 1),
and this is done at random. A survey has reorded that the probability of a high
satisfation rating for students plaed with another student of the same ethniity
is higher than for students plaed with another student of dierent ethniity.
Reording student satisfation via a binary indiator Y (Y = 1 being high
satisfation), we an draw a CEG for this problem as in Figure 5.
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X 1
=
 
0
X
1 =
 1
X2 = 0
X 2
=
 
1
X
2
=
 1
X2 = 0
w0
w1
Y
 =
 1
Y =
 
1
Y
 =
 0
Y =
 
0
w2
w3
w4
winf
Figure 5: CEG for Example 3.2
The undireted edge between w
1
and w
2
reets the random alloation of rst
year students to apartments. A possible BN for this problem, enoding the
independene of X
1
and X
2
is given in Figure 6(a).
X1
X2 X2
Y
X1
Y
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Possible BNs for Example 3.2
A ne ut through the positions fw
3
; w
4
g of the CEG in Figure 5 gives us the
onditional independene property that Y q(X
1
; X
2
) j


X
1
 X
2


, a property that
annot be dedued from the BN in Figure 6(a). Nor is it possible to determine
from this BN (or from the fatorisation of the probability mass funtion of the
path events) whether the alloation of the seond year students ours before
or after the alloation of the rst years. This property of the CEG allows us
to onsider manipulations where, for example the university plaes rst year
students with seond years of the same ethniity. Suh an intervention would
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orrespond to a manipulation of the CEG in Figure 5 to the position w
3
. Note
that this manipulation would ause the removal of the undireted edge between
w
1
and w
2
, sine X
1
/q X
2
j (X
1
= X
2
).
We ould, of ourse, redene our variable X
2
so that it had outome spae f0; 1g
orresponding to frst year student has same ethniity as seond year student,
rst year student has dierent ethniity from seond year studentg. This would
give us the BN as in Figure 6(b), and our manipulation would orrespond to
foring X
2
to the value 0, with the deletion of the ar from X
1
to X
2
. However,
this new BN does not fully desribe the idle system, as it no longer enodes the
property that rst year students are alloated at random.
So neither BN is able to desribe adequately both the idle and the manipulated
systems, whereas the CEG an.
4 Identifying the eets of manipulations
There has been onsiderable reent interest in ausal BN literature [6℄[18℄[19℄ in
studying when the eets of a manipulation on a pre-speied random variable
Y an be identied from observing a subset of the BN's variables that are
observed or manifest in the idle system. Typially, suÆient onditions on the
topology of the BN are given for suh identiability to exist. This allows us to
design experiments on the idle system so as to be able to estimate eets on the
manipulated system, for example the eets of a proposed new treatment regime.
The topology of the CEG an also be used for this purpose. Indeed it an be
used to nd funtions of the data (not just subsets of possible measurements)
that when observed in the idle system allow us to estimate the eet of a given
manipulation of a ausal CEG. As in [18℄ we prove several suÆient onditions
for identiability, and generalise Pearl's Bak Door theorem to CEG models.
We rst need to provide some notation and a ouple of denitions.
Reall that w indiates a position in our CEG. We use  to indiate a root-to-
sink (w
0
! w
1
) path of our CEG. Eah  is an atom of the path -algebra of
the CEG, and the set of atoms is denoted 
. A subpath of a root-to-sink path
is denoted  or more usually (w
1
; w
2
), where w
1
and w
2
indiate the start and
end positions of the subpath.
A union of atoms onstitutes an event, denoted , and M is used to indiate
a union of subpaths { usually this is of the form M(w
1
; w
2
) for positions w
1
and w
2
. (w) is used to represent the union of all paths passing through the
position w, and (e) the union of all paths passing through the edge e. Both
(w) and (e) are events. ((w
1
; w
2
)) is the event whih is the union of all
paths utilising the subpath (w
1
; w
2
).
We use (w) = ((w)) to denote the probability of passing through the po-
sition w, whih is also the probability of reahing w from w
0
. The probability
of reahing w
2
from w
1
is ((w
2
) j (w
1
)), usually simplied to (w
2
j w
1
).
Similarly 

(w
2
j w
1
) = (((w
1
; w
2
)) j (w
1
)) is the probability of utilising
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the subpath (w
1
; w
2
) given that we have reahed w
1
{ this an be thought
of as the probability of the subpath (w
1
; w
2
). By thinking of an edge as a
(very short) subpath, we an also dene 
e
(w
2
j w
1
), the probability of the edge
e(w
1
; w
2
).
We now onsider random variables dened on a CEG.
We let Y : 
! R be a random variable (measurable) with respet to the path
-algebra of the CEG; and let f
y
g be the partition of 
 generated by Y {
namely eah 
y
is the union of those  2 
 for whih Y = y.
Denition 3 A random variable Y is alled observed if and only if indiators
of the events f
y
g are observed for all levels y.
Denition 4 Call a manipulation of a CEG (C;(C)) fored to (the
position) w if:
1. it assigns probability one to the event (w),
2. all primitive probabilities in the manipulated CEG (
^
C;
^
(
^
C)) assoiated
with edges downstream of w in C are those of the idle system.
In Example 3.1, both our manipulations are manipulations fored to a position.
We rst onsider an eet random variable
^
Y dened on the path -algebra of
^
C, where the initial manipulations under onsideration are manipulations fored
to w.
^
Y generates a partition of the root-to-sink paths of
^
C with eah outome
y orresponding to a union of w
0
! w
1
paths 
y
.
Eah w
0
! w
1
path in
^
C an be thought of as a onjuntion of a w
0
! w
subpath with a w ! w
1
subpath. We denote these subpaths by f(w
0
; w)g
and f(w;w
1
)g and let the union of all w
0
! w subpaths be M(w
0
; w).
We wish to onsider
^
Y as perhaps a measurement of an eet after a manipu-
lation fored to w, and so we wish
^
Y to be in some sense after or downstream
of w. To do this is straightforward. We require that our partition f
y
g on-
sists of events eah of whih is M(w
0
; w) onjoined to a union of subpaths from
f(w;w
1
)g { for outome y, all this union M
y
(w;w
1
).
We an dene a random variable Y on the path -algebra of C so that the
outomes of Y partition the root-to-sink paths of C and whenever suh a path
passes through w and the equivalent path in
^
C belongs to the event
^
Y = y then
in C this path belongs to the event Y = y.
In pratial situations of ourse, this dening of Y and
^
Y is done the other way
around. In a CEG of a BN, sets of edges the same distane from w
0
represent
outomes of the same variable, and we might well label a subset of suh edges
with the outome y
0
for example. The event Y = y
0
would then be the union of
all w
0
! w
1
paths in C passing through one of these edges. In the manipulated
CEG
^
C many of these edges will disappear, but those that are left an still be
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labelled y
0
, and the event
^
Y = y
0
will be the union of all w
0
! w
1
paths in
^
C
passing through one of these edges.
Where there is no possibility of ambiguity we an drop the hat from
^
Y .
Lemma 1 For all levels y, under a manipulation fored to w
^(
^
Y = y) = (Y = y j w)
provided that in the unmanipulated system (w) > 0.
We have already equated the event
^
Y = y with the union of w
0
! w
1
paths 
y
in
^
C . We an, without ambiguity, when working on C, equate the event Y = y
with the union of w
0
! w
1
paths 
y
in C, sine those paths that ompose 
y
in
^
C are simply those paths in C whih satisfy Y = y and pass through the
position w. The result of Lemma 1 an hene be expressed as:
^(
y
) = (
y
j (w))
One onsequene of this Lemma is that for a manipulation fored to w it may be
possible to observe indiators on the events f
y
\(w)g in the unmanipulated
system and to identify the eet on Y of the manipulation, using this expression.
But this is not however always possible, even in models that an be desribed by
a CBN. When we annot observe suh indiators, we an often observe indiators
for a set of oarser events. We show below that being able to observe indiators
on the events f
y
\ (W )g (where W is some set of positions) an also be
suÆient for identiability.
Denition 5 A set of positions W of a CEG C is alled C-regular if no two
positions in W lie on the same direted path of C.
We now onstrut an eet random variable assoiated with a manipulation
fored to W , where W is a C-regular set. So, as before, onsider a random
variable
^
Y dened on the path -algebra of
^
C. Eah outome y of
^
Y orresponds
to a union of w
0
! w
1
paths in
^
C (
y
), and as before, we wish
^
Y to be
downstream of W .
For a position w 2 W and outome y, we an speify an event M(w
0
; w) 
M
y
(w;w
1
) provided that the set f
y
(w;w
1
)g is not empty. We then dene
our event
^
Y = y (or 
y
) as the union over all w 2 W of the events fM(w
0
; w)
M
y
(w;w
1
)g. We dene Y on C as before, and where there is no possibility of
ambiguity we drop the hat from
^
Y .
We wish to be able to state onditions for the eet of a manipulation fored
to a C-regular set of positionsW being determinable diretly from probabilities
in the idle system. We do this through the idea of an amenable manipulation.
To aid us here, we onstrut a graph representing what happens up until we
reah a given position w. Let C

(w) denote the oloured subgraph of C whose
verties and edges are those along the w
0
! w subpaths of C, and whose edge-
olouring (ie. edge-probabilities) is inherited from C also. Usually C

(w) is not
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a CEG. Write K(C

(w)) for the subset of W (C) of positions retained in C

(w),
with the exeption of w. Also, for a C-regular set of positions W , let C

(W )
denote the oloured subgraph of C whose verties and edges are those along the
w
0
! w 2 W subpaths of C, and whose edge-olouring is inherited from C. If
W ontains more than one position C

(W ) is not a CEG. We let
K(C

(W )) =
[
w2W
K(C

(w))
Denition 6 Call a set of positions W simple if and only if:
1. W is C-regular,
2. there exists a partition of the set K(C

(W )) into K

(C

(W )) and
K

(C

(W )), alled ative and bakground positions respetively, suh
that for w 2 W; ((w)) = ((M(w
0
; w))) an be deomposed as
A(w) B(w), where A(w) is a funtion of the ative positions and B(w)
is a funtion of the bakground positions,
3. A(w) = A(W ) is onstant 8 w 2W .
When W ontains a single position, W is learly simple.
Denition 7 A manipulation is alled amenable foring to a set W if:
1. the set W is simple in (C;),
2. the set W is simple in (
^
C;
^
), and
^
(W ) = 1,
3. (C) and
^
(
^
C) dier only on edges whose parents lie in K

(C

(W )).
Example 4.1 Consider the binary BN and orresponding CEG in Figure 7.
Let the set W = fw
7
; w
9
g.
Here C

(W ) would be the subgraph of the CEG in Figure 7 onsisting of the
four subpaths joining w
0
to w
7
; w
8
; retaining the CEG's edge olouring (and
labels) but not its undireted edges. We have
((w
7
)) = (
0
)
X
d
(d) (x
0
j d) = (
0
) (x
0
)
((w
9
)) = (
1
)
X
d
(d) (x
0
j d) = (
1
) (x
0
)
So here the position w
0
2 K

(C

(W )), B(w
7
) = (
0
), B(w
9
) = (
1
); the
positions w
3
; w
4
; w
5
; w
6
2 K

(C

(W )), A(w
7
) = A(w
9
) = (x
0
) = A(W ), and
hene W is simple in C.
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w0
w1
w2
w3
winf
w6
w7
w10
c 0
c
1
d 0
d1
d 0
d1
x0|d0
x
1 |d
0
x1|d1
x 0
|d 1
w8
w9
y
0 |c
0 x
0
w4
w5
y0|c0x1
y0|c1x0
y 0|c
1x
1
D
Y
CX
Figure 7: BN and CEG for Example 4.1
If we manipulate C to W (equivalent to the Pearl manipulation do(X = x
0
)),
we get
^
C as in Figure 8.
w0
w1
w2
w3
winf
w6
w7
c 0
c
1
d 0
d1
d 0
d1
1 (x0)
1 (x
0)
1 (x0)
1 (x 0
)
w9
y
0 |c
0 x
0
w4
w5
y0|c1x0
Figure 8:
^
C for the manipulation desribed in Example 4.1
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Here
^((w
7
)) = (
0
)
X
d
(d)  1 = (
0
) 1
^((w
9
)) = (
1
)
X
d
(d)  1 = (
1
) 1
and W is simple in
^
C.
^
 diers only on the edges leaving w
3
; w
4
; w
5
; w
6
, the edges leaving the ative
positions; so this manipulation is amenable.
The point of these denitions is that, in a sense to be dened below, the random
variables assoiated with positions lying inK

(C

(W )) are independent of those
assoiated with positions lying in K

(C

(W )). An amenable manipulation may
hange probabilities assoiated with variables labelled by ative positions, but
will always leave probabilities assoiated with variables labelled by bakground
positions unhanged.
Lemma 2 Consider an amenable manipulation foring to a simple set W . The
distribution of
^
Y (as dened above) is identied from the probabilities in the
unmanipulated system of the events fY = y;Wg, and its probabilities are given
by the equation
^(
^
Y = y) =
(Y = y;W )
(W )
where (W ) =
P
w2W
((w)) =
P
w2W
((M(w
0
; w))), and provided that
((w)) > 0 8 w 2W .
More formally
^(
y
) = (
y
j (W ))
where (W ) =
S
w2W
(w).
Note that the validity of the expression for ^(
y
) in Lemma 2 depends on the
result ^((w)) =
((w))
((W ))
holding, so heking this result is a sensible starting
point in our analysis.
Example 4.2 The manipulation in Example 4.1 is amenable.
Here we an dene 
y
to be the event Y = y
0
, and we get, from Figure 8 that
^(
y
) = ^(Y = y
0
) =
X

()
X
d
(d)  1 (y
0
j ; x
0
)
=
X

() (y
0
j ; x
0
)
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From Figure 7 we have that
(
y
j (W )) = (Y = y
0
j x
0
)
=
P

()
P
d
(d) (x
0
j d) (y
0
j ; x
0
)
P

()
P
d
(d) (x
0
j d)
=    =
X

() (y
0
j ; x
0
) = ^(Y = y
0
) = ^(
y
)
Note that
((w
7
))
((W ))
=
(
0
x
0
)
(x
0
)
= (
0
)
 
= ^((w
7
))

sine X qC (the ne uts
through fw
1
; w
2
g and fw
3
; w
4
; w
5
; w
6
g give us C qD; X qC j D ) X qC).
In a CBN, the eet of a manipulation of a variable X on a later variable Y an
be identied from observing the distribution of the unmanipulated pair (X;Y )
if and only if the vetor of unobserved (hidden) variables H in the system an
be partitioned as H = (H
1
;H
2
), where
H
2
q (H
1
; X)
and
(Y;H
2
) qH
1
j X
It is straightforward to hek that, for a CEG drawn in any order ompatible
with the ordering of the verties of suh a BN, these are exatly the onditions
of Lemma 2. In this orrespondene the states of the vetor of hidden variables
H
1
and X dene the values the ative positions take, whilst the vetor of hidden
variablesH
2
dene the values the bakground positions take. So Lemma 2 is an
exat analogue of this well known result for ausal BNs for the more general lass
of CEGs. Moreover, the onditions in Lemma 2 only depend on an appropriate
fatorisation of probabilities assoiated with the manipulated set W .
Using Pearl's terminology and the (sets of) variables X;Y;H
1
;H
2
we have that
(y jj x) =
X
h
1
;h
2
h
(x; h
1
; h
2
; y)
(x j pa(x))
i
Note that (X;H
1
) qH
2
) X qH
2
j H
1
, so we an equate PA(X) with H
1
,
and write
(y jj x) =
X
h
1
;h
2
h
(x; h
1
) (h
2
; y j h
1
; x)
(x j h
1
)
i
=
X
h
1
;h
2
h
(h
1
) (x j h
1
) (h
2
; y j x)
(x j h
1
)
i
using (Y;H
2
) q H
1
j X
=
X
h
2
(h
2
; y j x)
= (y j x)
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Under these onditions, manipulating X to x has the same eet on Y as on-
ditioning X to x. Note that in Example 4.1 we an learly see that Cq (D;X)
and (Y;C)qD j X; so our ative variables are D and X , and our bakground
variable is C.
It is worth pointing out that if we do not use the two onditional independene
statements as written, but only the impliations
(H
1
; X)qH
2
) X qH
2
j H
1
(Y;H
2
)qH
1
j X ) Y qH
1
j (X;H
2
)
then the only derivable expression is
(y jj x) =
X
h
2
(h
2
) (y j h
2
; x)
whih is of ourse the Bak Door formula for BNs [18℄.
Example 4.3 Note that if we break one of the onditions (eg. X /q H
2
) we
no longer have an amenable manipulation. So, onsider the binary BN and
orresponding CEG in Figure 9.
w0
w1
w2
w3
winf
w6
w7
w10
c 0
c
1
d 0
d1
d 0
d1
x0|c0d0
x
1 |c
0 d
0
x1|c0d1
x 0
|c 0d 1
w8
w9
y
0 |c
0 x
0
w4
w5
y0|c0x1
y0|c1x0
y 0|c
1x
1
x0|c1d0
x
1 |c
1 d
0
x 0
|c 1d 1
x1|c1d1
D
Y
CX
Figure 9: BN and CEG for Example 4.3
If we let the set W = fw
7
; w
9
g, then
((w
7
)) = (
0
)
X
d
(d) (x
0
j 
0
; d)
((w
9
)) = (
1
)
X
d
(d) (x
0
j 
1
; d)
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whih do not fatorise as A(W )B(w).
Manipulating to W we get the same
^
C as before, so
^(y
0
) =
X

() (y
0
j ; x
0
)
but we now have
(y
0
j x
0
) =
P

()
P
d
(d) (x
0
j ; d) (y
0
j ; x
0
)
P

()
P
d
(d) (x
0
j ; d)
whih no longer simplies to this expression. Note that here
(w
7
)
(W )
=
(
0
; x
0
)
(x
0
)
= (
0
j x
0
) 6= (
0
)
 
= ^(w
7
)

5 A Bak Door theorem for Chain Event Graphs
A key omponent of ausal analysis on BNs is Pearl's Bak Door theorem [18℄[19℄,
whih owes its derivation in part to the realisation that many manipulations are
impossible, unethial or prohibitively expensive in pratie, or may be possible
to enat but some of their eets may be impossible to observe. The Bak Door
theorem gives suÆient onditions for identifying the eet on a variable Y of
manipulation of a variable X when we are able to observe the values taken by
only a subset Z of the remaining variables in the system. If the set Z is hosen
arefully we an alulaste or estimate this eet from a partially observed idle
system.
In this setion we produe an analogous theorem that applies a graphial and
suÆient riterion to a CEG to determine whether we an identify the eet
of an observed manipulation on a random variable Y from the observation of a
random variable Z (happening before the manipulation in the partial ordering
indued by the paths) in the unmanipulated system. The event-based topology
of the CEG allows us to onsider not only a wider lass of idle system models, but
also a wider lass of manipulations of these than is possible with a BN. Similarly,
our random variable Z no longer needs to orrespond to any xed subset of the
measurement variables of the problem, giving us more opportunity of nding
an appropriate probability expression.
We have previously onsidered C

(w) and C

(W ), graphs repliating the topol-
ogy of C from w
0
to w or to a set of positions W . The graph C(w) whih
repliates the topology of C from w to w
1
is, unlike C

(w), automatially a
CEG, with w as root-node. We an also reate a CEG repliating the topology
of C from W to w
1
.
Denition 8 For a set of C-regular positions W  W (C), the graph C(W )
with vertex set V (C(W )), direted edge set E
d
(C(W )) and undireted edge set
E
u
(C(W )), is dened by
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1. V (C(W )) onsists of the union of fw

0
g, a new root-node, with the set
of preisely those positions from W (C) whih lie on a w ! w
1
subpath
in C, for some w 2W .
2. The root-node w

0
is onneted by an edge to eah w 2 W . E
d
(C(W ))
onsists of the union of the set fe(w

0
; w)g
w2W
with the set of preisely
those edges from E
d
(C) whih lie on a w ! w
1
subpath in C, for some
w 2W .
3. Edge-olourings (ie. edge-probabilities) on w ! w
1
subpaths of C(W ) (for
w 2W ) are retained from C.
4. The edge e(w

0
; w) (w 2W ) is given the probability
((w))
((W ))
.
5. If two positions in V (C(W )) were onneted by an undireted edge in C,
then they are onneted in C(W ). E
u
(C(W )) is the set of undireted edges
in C(W ).
It is straightforward to show that C(W ) is a CEG.
Lemma 3 For sets of C-regular positions W
1
;W
2
 W (C), W
2
is simple
in the CEG C(W
1
) if and only if the probability ((w
2
) j (W
1
)) an be
deomposed as A(W
2
)  B(w
2
) for all w
2
2 W
2
(where A(W
2
) is onstant for
all w
2
2W
2
).
This is an important result as it means that whether a setW
2
is simple in C(W
1
)
an be heked on C, without the neessity of drawing the CEG C(W
1
).
We now let Z be a random variable observed on C, whose events
fZ = zg  f
z
g partition the set of w
0
! w
1
paths of C; and onsider
fw
1
g, a ne ut of C suh that eah 
z
is exatly the set of w
0
! w
1
paths
in C passing through a (speied) subset of positions from fw
1
g. We an
then, without ambiguity, identify eah event 
z
with this set of positions {
say fw
1
z
g.
If we let the set of positions to whih we intend to manipulate be W = fw
2
g,
then for Z to our before the manipulation we require that every position
w
2
2 W lies on a path in C between some position w
1
2 
z
(for some level z)
and w
1
. Note also that as our set fw
1
g is going to take the role of Z in our Bak
Door theorem, we need it to be the ase that the manipulation does not hange
any primitive probabilities from the idle system lying on a subpath between w
0
and the positions in fw
1
g. To ensure this we need to stipulate that for eah
w
1
2 fw
1
g, there must exist a w
0
! w
1
! w
2
! w
1
path for some w
2
2 W
{ if there existed w
1
2 fw
1
g for whih there was no suh w
2
, then ^((w
1
))
would equal zero, and hene would not equal ((w
1
)). Having imposed this
ondition, we an ensure that the probability of Z = z (
z
) is the same in
^
C as
in C.
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We dene our eet variable Y as before, and note that fY = y j Z = zg are
C(
z
)-measureable events (for eah level z) suh that
(Y = y) =
X
z
(Y = y j Z = z) (Z = z)
sine f
z
g partitions the w
0
! w
1
paths of C.
Denition 9 A set of C-regular positions W  W (C) is alled simple ondi-
tioned on Z if
1. W =
S
z
W
z
where W
z
is simple in C(
z
).
2. There is a direted path in C from eah position w
1
z
2 
z
through a position
w
2
2 W , and W
z
is the set of preisely those positions in W whih lie on
a w
0
! w
1
z
! w
1
path for some w
1
z
2 
z
.
Note that the union in item 1 is not a disjoint union.
Consider an amenable manipulation to a setW , and letW be simple onditioned
on Z. Then Z is alled a Bak Door variable to the manipulation. Note again
that suh a manipulation does not hange any primitive probabilities from the
idle system lying on a subpath between w
0
and positions in 
z
. Letting
^
Y be
the image of Y in the manipulated CEG, we have that f
^
Y = y j Z = zg are
C(
z
)-measureable events suh that
^(
^
Y = y) =
X
z
^(
^
Y = y j Z = z) ^(Z = z)
Theorem 1 If a set W is simple onditioned on Z (a Bak Door variable),
then the distribution of Y after an amenable manipulation to W is identied
from the probabilities (in the idle system) of the events fY = y;W;Z = zg, and
its probabilities are given by:
^(
^
Y = y) =
X
z
(Y = y;W j Z = z)
(W j Z = z)
(Z = z)
or more formally, as
^(
y
) =
X
z
(
y
j (W );
z
) (
z
)
It is worth stressing that the partition f
z
g is onstruted so as to help us to
alulate ^(
y
), and that the hoie of positions within f
z
g will therefore
depend on those events whih are observable or manifest within the system. If
a olletion of positions within f
z
g are indistinguishable through observations
possible on the idle system, then we would assign these positions to the same

z
(ie. assign the same value Z = z to eah of these positions). The further
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assignment of z-values to positions an be ompletely arbitrary, with our nal
partition f
z
g being oarser or ner as our brief suggests.
Note that if we onstrut a CEG of a BN, the ordering of the CEG is onstrained
to some extent by the topology of the BN (if we label the paths of the CEG in
Figure 7 by CDXY , we an see that the CEG of the BN in Figure 7 ould also
be onstruted so its paths were labelled by DCXY or DXCY ). Within these
onstraints, we nd that for a CEG of a BN, and an atomi intervention of that
BN [18℄, introduing the bakground variables as early as possible in our CEG
makes it more likely that the onditions neessary for Theorem 1 are met. We
suspet this is also the ase for manipulations of more asymmetri CEGs.
Example 5.1 In Example 3.1 we onsidered a manipulation to w
13
, where if
the polie proeeded the witness was fored not to identify S. Let us suppose the
polie have deided to proeed. It is a very simple matter to modify our CEG to
model this ontingeny. The new CEG, given in Figure 10, is simply the CEG
C(w
1
), a CEG of the type C(w) as desribed at the beginning of this setion.
x2
1
x2
0
x5
1
x5
0
x5
0
x5
1
w10
x4
0
x4
1
x5
0
x5
0x4
0
x4
1
x3
1
x3
0
x5
1
x5
1
w7
w9
w8
w1
w3
w6
w5
w11
w12
w13
w14
winf
x6
1
x6
0
x6
0
x4
0
x4
1
x6
0
x6
1
Figure 10: CEG for Example 5.1
Consider the manipulation of our new CEG wherein the witness is fored to
identify S. Whereas the previous manipulation might have been enated by an
outside manipulator, suh as the suspet's brother, this intervention is likely
to have been enated by someone within the polie fore. This is a manipu-
lation fored to W = fw
12
; w
14
g. W is a manipulation set under the ondi-
tions desribed in setion 3 { pa(W ) = fw
8
; w
9
; w
10
; w
11
g; every root-to-sink
path in C(w
1
) passes through exatly one position in pa(W ); and eah posi-
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tion in pa(W ) has exatly one hild in W . The manipulated CEG is given in
Figure 11.
The manipulator here would wish to have a very good idea of the eets (on the
indiator X
6
) of the manipulation, but may not have any means of estimating,
for example, the joint distribution of X
3
; X
4
(neessary to alulate the full
manipulated probability expression for X
6
= x
1
6
). This need not be a problem,
as we demonstrate here. The eet on X
6
of the manipulation an be dedued
if we an estimate only a small olletion of probabilities from the idle system.
x2
1
x2
0
1 (x51)
1 (x51)
w10
x4
0
x4
1
x4
0
x4
1
x3
1
x3
0
1 (x51)
1 (x51)w7
w9
w8
w1
w3
w6
w5
w11
w12
w14
winf
x6
1
x6
0
x4
0
x4
1
x6
0
x6
1
Figure 11: Manipulated CEG for Example 5.1
Suppose we assign the value of Z = 1 to paths passing through w
5
(suspet
threw brik); Z = 2 to paths passing through w
6
(suspet at sene, but did
not throw brik): Z = 3 to paths passing through w
7
(suspet not at sene).
Then if we let 
z(1)
= fw
5
g; 
z(2)
= fw
6
g; 
z(3)
= fw
7
g, we have that f
z
g
partitions the root-to-sink paths of our CEG.
If we let W
z(1)
= W
z(2)
= W
z(3)
= W = fw
12
; w
14
g, then by onstrution, if
W is simple in C(
z
) for eah 
z
, the onditions of Denition 9 are satised.
Lemma 3 enables us to hek this on C without the neessity of drawing eah
C(
z
). From Figure 10, we see that
((w
12
) j 
z(1)
) = (w
12
j w
5
) = (x
1
4
j w
5
) (x
1
5
j x
1
2
)
((w
14
) j 
z(1)
) = (x
0
4
j w
5
) (x
1
5
j x
1
2
)
so W is simple in C(
z(1)
). It is straightforward to show that W is also simple
in C(
z(2)
), C(
z(3)
). Our variable Z, manipulation set W and eet variable
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Y satisfy the onditions for Theorem 1, with Y = y beoming X
6
= x
1
6
. Hene
^(x
1
6
) =
3
X
z=1
(x
1
6
;W j z)
(W j z)
(z)
Noting that the set W orresponds to the event X
5
= x
1
5
, we get
^(x
1
6
) =
3
X
z=1
(x
1
6
j x
1
5
; z) (z)
It is somewhat laborious, but not diÆult to hek that this formula orretly
expresses the ausal eet on X
6
of our manipulation. Moreover, as our three
positions w
5
; w
6
; w
7
an be haraterised by values of X
2
andX
3
, this expression
does not require knowledge of the distribution of X
4
or of joint distributions
involving X
4
.
Note that heking that our set f
z
g satises the onditions required for Theo-
rem 1 is in some ways a similar proess to Pearl's method of heking that vari-
ables in a BN are d-separated by following possible paths between them [17℄[18℄.
This proess does not need to be done by hand by the analyst. Similarly, up-
dating the edge-probabilities of our CEG following a manipulation an be done
rapidly using algorithms analogous to those desribed and oded for updating
edge-probabilities following an observation in [29℄.
Example 5.2 First year students at the university in Example 3.2 who made
the university rst hoie on their appliation (Z = 0) are alloated a shared
apartment on ampus, whilst rst year students who did not (Z = 1) are lodged
in either town K (X
3
= 0) or in town L (X
3
= 1). Students lodged in towns K
and L may have a friendly landlord (U = 0) or an unfriendly landlord (U = 1),
and the friendliness of these landlords is not known to the university.
When Z = 0 it is believed that the CEG in Figure 5 is valid (where here Y is
expliitly the satisfation expressed by the rst year student). If Z = 1 the town
in whih the student is lodged is hosen independently of the ethniity X
2
of the
student; the friendliness of the landlord does not depend on either the town or
the ethniity of the student; but the satisfation rating Y expressed by the rst
year student depends both on the friendliness of the landlord and the alloated
town. The problem an be represented by the CEG in Figure 12.
We wish to onsider a proposed manipulation of the alloation poliy for next
year. The university plans to math ampus-based students so that those sharing
an apartment are of the same ethniity, and to alloate o-ampus students
only to lodgings in town L. Our interest is in ^(Y = 1) { the overall predited
probability of high satisfation were this poliy to be implemented. The university
intends to estimate this probability with a small data set, olleted from earlier
years. The sort of asymmetries exhibited in this problem make it extremely
diÆult to represent through a single BN { X
1
is only dened for a student
alloated to ampus, whilst X
3
and U are only dened for students alloated
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to lodgings. Furthermore the manipulation proposed is dierent for dierent
ontingenies.
X1 = 0
X1 =
 1
X2 = 0
X2 = 1
X
2 =
 1
X2 = 0
w0
w1
Y
 =
 1
Y 
=
 
1
Y
 =
 0
Y = 0
w2
w3
w4
winf
X2 = 0
X 2=
 
1
U =
 
0
U
 =
 1
Z 
=
 
0
Z
 =
 1
X3 = 0
X3 =
 1
X3 = 0
X3 =
 1
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9
w10
w11
w12
w13
Figure 12: CEG for Example 5.2
The proposal an be onsidered as a manipulation to W = fw
6
; w
11
; w
13
g. If we
onsider the partition f
z
g = ffw
1
g; fw
2
gg it is straightforward to hek that
our variable Z, manipulation set W and eet variable Y satisfy the onditions
for Theorem 1, and hene
^(Y = 1) =
2
X
z=1
(Y = 1 j z;W ) (z)
= (Y = 1 j Z = 0; X
1
= X
2
) (Z = 0)
+ (Y = 1 j Z = 1; X
3
= 1) (Z = 1)
So ^(Y = 1) an be expressed as a funtion of three probabilities from the idle
system { that a student resides on ampus; that a ampus-based student sharing
with someone of the same ethniity gives a high satisfation rating; and that a
student lodging in town L gives a high satisfation rating. It follows that the
probabilities assoiated with the ethniity of mathed pairs of ampus-based
students; the satisfation ratings of unmathed pairs of ampus-based students;
the ethniity of non-ampus-based students; the friendliness of the landlords of
non-ampus-based students are all irrelevant to this alulation, and need not
be estimated.
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Note also that ^(Y = 1) is a funtion of the event X
1
= X
2
, or alternatively of
the variable


X
1
 X
2


{ a funtion of X
1
and X
2
; a fat that annot be dedued
diretly from any BN on the original measurement variables.
To summarise { by examining the topology and olouring of an (idle) CEG, it
is possible to determine suÆient onditions for whether an eet of a ausal
manipulation an be identied from a partial set of observations of the system.
This is a signiant generalisation of Pearl's Bak Door theorem:
Firstly, it an be applied to highly asymmetri models as easily as ones exhibiting
the strong types of symmetry that an be oded by a BN.
Seondly, the searh for an appropriate random variable Z, whose observation
ensures identiability, is not just restrited to subvetors of the original (non-
desendant) measurement vetors { we an searh over all funtions of suh
measurements. Searhing over these funtions to nd the heapest way of iden-
tifying the quantity of interest will often be of muh greater value than simply
searhing over subsets of measurements. This will be partiularly useful if those
measurements have not yet been olleted, or their parameterisations have been
hosen by onvention rather than beause they reet some natural desription
of how a proess unfolds.
6 Disussion
We have demonstrated that the CEG provides a very exible graphial frame-
work within whih to represent and analyse a wide variety of ausal hypotheses,
even in very asymmetrial domains. Of ourse the Bak Door Theorem pre-
sented in this paper is not the only topologial rtiterion for determining ausal
extensions; for example it is possible to produe and prove analogues of Pearl's
Front Door Theorem (see [27℄). In [8℄ we have shown that CEGs admit onjugate
learning and model seletion. Currently under investigation are extensions to
learning CEGs when underlying experiments an be ausally manipulated (sim-
ilar in approah to [13℄) { these also often admit a onjugate analysis. Despite
their more omplex topology, ausal CEGs, being more general and expressive
than CBNs, provide a useful omplementary tehnology.
As with the BN, there are limits to the expressiveness of the CEG, and some-
times issues suh as whether a ause an be identied an only be addressed
algebraially (see [21℄). None-the-less, the popularity of the BN has demon-
strated the appeal of graphial-based ausal inferene, as well as how useful
suh inferene an be. CEGs provide a powerful additional graphial tool for
the investigation of ausal strutures whih are not easily or fully expressible as
CBNs.
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Appendix. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. In
^
C we an express the event
^
Y = y as 
y
=M(w
0
; w)
M
y
(w;w
1
) = (w) \ (M
y
(w;w
1
)). Hene
^(
^
Y = y) = ^(
y
) = ^((w);(M
y
(w;w
1
))
= ^((w)) ^((M
y
(w;w
1
)) j (w))
= ^((w)) ^
M
y
(w
1
j w)
= 1 
M
y
(w
1
j w)
sine all paths in
^
C pass through w, and using Denition 4 (2).
By denition of Y on C we have
(Y = y; w) = (
y
;(w))
= ((w)) 
M
y
(w
1
j w)
) ^(
^
Y = y) = ^(
y
) =
(
y
;(w))
((w))
= (
y
j (w))
= (Y = y j w) 
Proof of Lemma 2. As our manipulation is amenable, for eah w 2W
((w)) = A(W )B(w)
((W )) =
X
w2W
((w)) as f(w)g partitions (W )
= A(W )
X
w2W
B(w)
^((w)) =
^
A(W )
^
B(w) =
^
A(W )B(w) from Denition 7 (2) and (3)
^((W )) =
^
A(W )
X
w2W
B(w)
But ^((W )) = 1 by Denition 7 (2), so
^((w)) =
^
A(W )
A(W )
((w)) =
^((W ))
((W ))
((w))
=
((w))
((W ))
Reall that in
^
C, the event of interest
^
Y = y (or 
y
) is equal to
S
w2W
[M(w
0
; w) M
y
(w;w
1
)℄. The orresponding event in C is
(Y = y;W ) = 
y
\ (W ) (see proof of Lemma 1). So
^(
^
Y = y) = ^(
y
) =
X
w2W
^((w)) ^
M
y
(w
1
j w)
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sine the fwg partition W (see proof of Lemma 1)
=
X
w2W
^((w)) 
M
y
(w
1
j w) using Denition 7 (3)
=
X
w2W
((w))
((W ))

M
y
(w
1
j w)
=
P
w2W
((w)) 
M
y
(w
1
j w)
((W ))
=
(
y
;(W ))
((W ))
= (
y
j (W )) =
(Y = y;W )
(W )

Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the CEG (C(W
1
);
~
(C(W
1
))). As W
1
= fw
1
g
partitions C(W
1
), we have
~((w
2
)) =
X
w
1
2W
1
~((w
1
)) ~((w
2
) j (w
1
))
=
X
w
1
2W
1
((w
1
))
((W
1
))
((w
2
) j (w
1
))
by Denition 8 (3) and (4)
=
P
w
1
2W
1
((w
1
);(w
2
))
(W
1
)
=
((W
1
);(w
2
))
(W
1
)
= ((w
2
) j (W
1
))
As W
2
is C-regular, it is also C(W
1
)-regular, so W
2
is simple in C(W
1
) if and
only if ~((w
2
)) an be deomposed as A(W
2
)B(w
2
) for all w
2
2 W
2
(where
A(W
2
) is onstant for all w
2
2 W
2
), by Denition 6. The result then follows.

Proof of Theorem 1. W is simple onditioned on Z, so we an express
W =
S
z2fzg
W
z
where W
z
is simple in C(
z
). So by Lemma 3, for a position
w
2
2 W
z
we have ((w
2
) j 
z
) = A(W
z
)B(w
2
). Following the argument of
the opening lines of the proof of Lemma 2, we have that
^((w
2
) j 
z
) =
((w
2
) j 
z
)
((W
z
) j 
z
)
Consider the event in
^
C (Z = z;W
z
;
^
Y = y)  
z
\ (W
z
) \ 
y
. Analogously
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with Lemma 2, we an express this as
[
w
1
2
z
[
w
2
2W
z
h
M(w
0
; w
1
)M(w
1
; w
2
)M
y
(w
2
; w
1
)
i
whereM(w
0
; w
1
) is the union of all (w
0
; w
1
) subpaths, M(w
1
; w
2
) is the union
of all (w
1
; w
2
) subpaths, and M
y
(w
2
; w
1
) is the union of all (w
2
; w
1
) sub-
paths onsistent with
^
Y = y. So
^(Z = z;W
z
;
^
Y = y) = ^(
z
;(W
z
);
y
)
=
X
w
1
2
z
X
w
2
2W
z
^((w
1
)) ^(w
2
j w
1
) ^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
sine f
z
g and W are C-regular (see proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2). So
^(
^
Y = y; W
z
j Z = z) = ^(
y
;(W
z
) j 
z
) (A:1)
=
P
w
1
P
w
2
^((w
1
)) ^(w
2
j w
1
) ^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
^(
z
)
=
X
w
2
"
P
w
1
^((w
1
)) ^((w
2
) j (w
1
))
^(
z
)
#
^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
=
X
w
2
"
P
w
1
^((w
1
);(w
2
))
^(
z
)
#
^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
=
X
w
2
"
^(
z
;(w
2
))
^(
z
)
#
^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
=
X
w
2
^((w
2
) j 
z
) ^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
) (A:2)
X
w
2
"
((w
2
) j 
z
)
((W
z
) j 
z
)
#
^
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
=
P
w
2
((w
2
) j 
z
) 
M
y
(w
1
j w
2
)
((W
z
) j 
z
)
sine our manipulation is amenable (using Denition 7 (3))
=    =
(
y
;(W
z
) j 
z
)
((W
z
) j 
z
)
(A:3)
using the equivalene of the entities in expressions (A.1) and (A.2) and removing
the hats, whih we an do as this proof has so far used no aspet of the topology
of
^
C whih is not also true for C.
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Now, by Denition 9 (2) 
z
\ (W
z
) = 
z
\ (W ) in both C and
^
C. And, as
in
^
C all paths pass through W , we must have that 
z
\ (W ) = 
z
in
^
C . So
^(
y
;(W
z
) j 
z
) = ^(
y
j 
z
)
(
y
;(W
z
) j 
z
) = (
y
;(W ) j 
z
)
((W
z
) j 
z
) = ((W ) j 
z
)
and equation (A.3) beomes
^(
y
j 
z
) =
(
y
;(W ) j 
z
)
((W ) j 
z
)
) ^(
^
Y = y) = ^(
y
) =
X
z
^(
y
j 
z
) (
z
)
=
X
z
"
(
y
;(W ) j 
z
)
((W ) j 
z
)
(
z
)
#
=
X
z
"
(Y = y;W j Z = z)
(W j Z = z)
(Z = z)
#

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